
DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL, JHANSI

HOLIDAY HOMEWORK

2021-2021

CLASS-I

Note for Parents: Summer Holidays Homework is

an initiative on our part, to inculcate

innovativeness, creativity and interest in the

tasks assigned to our students. It will not only

enable them to recapitulate what was taught but

will also help them to connect themselves to the

various learning processes.

Dear Students, Amidst all the fun and frolic, let’s twirl

our fingers and mind for a bit of homework.

NAME : _______________________

Summer i� th� hottes� seaso�.



I� i� th� seaso� of brigh� sunligh�.

�� sk� i� clear blu� an� th� air i� warmer i� thi� seaso�.

I� summer th� day� ar� lon� an� th� night� ar� shor�.

I� thi� seaso� w� ge� � verit� of fruit� an� vegetable�.

W� enjoye� thi� seaso� � lo� becaus� of summer vacatio�.

ENGLISH

1. Learn these two poems -



2. Let’s see, do you remember the Action Words?

Look at the pictures and write the Action
Words in the given box :-



3. Bug bites - Look at each picture of a bug
and fill in the missing vowels.



[NOTE - Don’t forget to read new stories and learn
new as well as old vocabulary words.]

MATHEMATICS



1.Fill in the missing numbers.

2.Put a tick on taller and shorter objects



3. Connect the dots and learn the numbers!



[NOTE - Don’t forget to revise Number names 1 to
100]

COMPUTER



1. Learn the parts of computer :-

2.Match the di�erent parts of computer -



ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES



1. Complete the relations in your family!

2. Label the pictures with the name of the
place:-



3. Give your introduction by reading the
questions :-



HINDI



1. िन��ल�खत को �मलाएं |

2. Put a cross on the odd one :-



3. Choose the correct option :-



4. Learning time :-



5. Fill in the blanks :-



6. Learn Shloka and Doha with meaning :-



Fun with Parents :-



1. Material : 1 chart paper or A4 size sheet;
printout of various famous food of
di�erent states (one from each); sketch
pens or crayons; glue; scissors.

2. Instructions : Take the chart paper or A4
size sheet draw a rough line on Map of
India. Take the pictures of di�erent famous
food items of various states (example -
Punjab - Chole bhature). Stick it in the map
with the help of your parents.




